DataBrains FastTrack programs offer a rapid, intelligent approach to optimizing your analytics program. FastTrack is a low-risk, cost-effective, game-changing program designed to deliver success you can measure in weeks!

**FastTrack: Introduction to Analytics**
- Define business objectives
- Determine the data strategy and develop your analytics roadmap
- Capture and manage data
- Design conceptual architecture
- Build fully functional Tableau dashboards
- Gain valuable insights

**FastTrack: Data Management & Analytics**
- Introduction to Analytics package
- Profile and prepare your data for analytics
- Design and build your data architecture, integration, and mart
- Design and deliver an expanded set of Tableau analytics dashboards
- Sprint development with tangible deliverables.
- Tableau training and analytics center development

**Managed Tableau & Data Services**
DataBrains manages the complexities of your data and Tableau systems through DataBrains’ Managed Tableau Cloud and managed data services. You can trust our data experts to deliver your analytics with excellence every time.

**About DataBrains**
As a premier Tableau provider, DataBrains provides high-value data management, agile business intelligence, and advanced analytics solutions to help business and marketing leaders make smart and informed business decisions quickly.